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Welcome

• Steve Bateman, CFI, AOPA Director of Flying Clubs

• WINGS Credit: Yes…but give me a day…

• Probably no time for questions, but please send me email:

steve.bateman@aopa.org
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So…

• Is there a recoding of this 

webinar somewhere?

– No – I do not record these webinars

• Can I get a copy of the slides?

– Yes!  

– This and earlier ToM presentations 

are available…

– Sign up tonight!

– Next edition 1/15/2023
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Overview

• What is Safety Risk Management?

• How do pilots use SRM?

– Every flight and every phase of flight!

– Risk management is part of the ACS – so check rides, 

flight reviews, proficiency, etc.

• SRM aids and technologies

• Case studies
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The Need for ADM

• Staying alive

• Regulatory
– Safe flying

– Know all there is to know

– Fly within the privileges and limitation of your certificates and ratings

• Human factors (decision making)

• Understanding (our) risk, for this flight

• Pre-flight

• In-flight

• Post-flight

• No-Go/Go decision

• Stop/Continue decision
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https://www.faa.gov/newsroom/safety
-briefing/introduction-safety-risk-
management
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But Wait…There’s A Whole Handbook On This…
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• Flying is risky

• Can we “de-risk” to an acceptable level?

• What is that level?

• Tools can help, but will not give the

answer
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FAA SMS Policy

• FAA Order 8000.369, Safety 

Management System

• Consists of four 

components:
– Safety Policy

– SRM

– Safety Assurance

– Safety Promotion. 

• These components work 

together to enable the FAA 

to manage safety within the 

aerospace system.
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FAA SRM Policy
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FAA Order 8040.4B, Chapter 2; Safety Risk Management Process
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Foundational Elements of Safety

• Safety Risk Management

– Hazard identification, risk assessment, 

and risk mitigation 

• Pilot Proficiency

– The practiced skills to do the job 

• Technology

– Supporting safe decision making 

and aircraft operations
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A matter of balance
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Flight Challenges Knowledge, Skill, 

& Technology

Safety Risk 

Management
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Terminology…
• Risk Management:

– Systematic approach to identify hazards, assess the degrees of risk and determine 
the best course of action

• Hazard:  A current condition that could lead to unintended 
consequences

• Risk: Future, uncontrolled impact of a hazard
– Not so much the percentage “chance” of something happening, but more the impact if 

it does…

• We fly…there will always be some risk…how much is “okay”?

• Ways to mitigate risk
– Experience (not complacency)

• But do we get more complacent as we gain experience?

– Personal limits and minimums

– Tools to guide us through the thought process (not a crutch…)
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Choices, Choices…
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• Accept the risk

– It might work out…did the last time

• Eliminate the risk

– Get rid of it…so don’t have to deal with it at all

• Mitigate the risk

– Work around it

– Reduce the likelihood and impact
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Severity of consequences (degree of risk) 
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Marginal
Catastrophic
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Safety Risk Management
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• Hazard Identification

• Risk Assessment

• Risk Mitigation

• Monitoring

• In and during ALL phases of flight!
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Everyday Example…

• Remove pizza from hot oven

• Hazard…burns

• Risk…depends on removal method
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Risk Assessment
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• Remove pizza from hot oven…

– Likelihood

• Probable

• Occasional

• Remote

• Improbable

– Severity

• Catastrophic

• Critical

• Marginal

• Negligible 
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Risk Assessment
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• Hot oven, pizza 

pan, & pizza pie

• Use bare 

hands…
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Risk Assessment
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• Hot oven, pizza pan, & 

pizza pie

• Use oven gloves…

• The risk of injury is 

reduced
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Hazard Identification
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• Mission – KSNA – KTRK

– 391 nm  3Hrs. 22 Min

– Depart at 1800 Local Time

• Pilot – Private, VFR

– 850 hrs. TT, 30 in last 6 months

– Current medical, flight review, day/night 
currency

• Aircraft – C-172-P

– 43 Gall Fuel, Day/Night VFR 

• Environment – DAY/Night/VFR 
– Time of year?  

– Mountains

• External Pressure (s) – Family Reunion
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We Need a Plan…

• “The value of a plan is not the end result, but the thought process”

– Planning things out should raise questions and potential hazards and risks

– We plan to succeed, so need to mitigate the risks

– Will never be perfect…must continually revise the plan as more info (and time) 

progresses

• In flying, something “always” will be different from the plan:

– Weather 

– Wind, time, fuel

– An unexpected situation

– The idiot…
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Why ADM is Not Psycho-Babble
• Lack of ADM in the wider sense is (still) a killer

– Pilot related accidents consistently around 70% of total

– *FR into IMC

– Beyond luck, we can only correctly respond to situations if we have seen them 

before—and practice them regularly = PROFICIENCY

• FAA has created several “tools” to get us to focus on things that 

matter…let’s look at a some…
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ADM and SRM Tools
• Aviate, Navigate, Communicate

• Situational awareness (uh…what’s it doing now…?

• Don’t fight the crocodile (listen/feel the airplane)

• 3 Ps (Perceive, Process, Perform)

• 5 Ps (Plan, Plane, Pilot, Passengers, Programming

• PAvE (identify hazards)

• IM SAFE

• IM AIR

• DECIDE

• Stop, think, analyze, act

• FRAT (evaluate the impact of hazards)
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Something Happens…
Options:

1. Headless chicken management

2. Squirrel head-in-a-can model

3. Smart brain: Organized method to determine best 

way to achieve the best outcome
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The 3 Ps
• Perceive –

– Identify the hazard

• Process –

– Assess the likelihood of occurrence 

– Assess the severity of consequences

– Develop a plan to eliminate or mitigate 

• Perform

– Implement risk elimination or mitigation 

plan
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Was it effective?

• Perceive –

– Assess plan effectiveness

• Process –

– Develop adjustments to the plan

• Perform

– Implement plan adjustments

SRM is not a one-off

Revisit during all phases of flight

Change the plan as appropriate 
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DECIDE Model

• Detect change (or identify problem)

• Estimate significance (of the change)

• Choose the (best) objective or outcome

• Identify options (that meet objective or desired outcome)

• Do best option

• Evaluate (the outcome—if the outcome is not what is desired then 
go around again)

• Repeat
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It is Common Sense—I Don’t Need a Model

Hazardous attitude, right here…!

These models give you:

1. Structure…”A systematic approach to the mental process 

of…”

2. Stages to help come to an action

3. Alternatives: Recognize that it might not work the first time—

you now have more information to make a better-informed 

decision

4. Time: Helps you SLOW DOWN and consider, rather than poke-

and-hope at a solution
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PAvE Before and During Every Flight

• PAvE is an all-in-one check

• Pilot (Pilot, Aircraft, Environment, 

External)

• Only works if you are honest
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• Do it in all phases:
– Pre-flight

– Taxi

– Take-off

– Climb

– Cruise

– Descent

– Approach

– Landing 

– Taxi
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PAvE as a planning tool
• Pilot:

– Current? (FR, medical, pax…)

– Proficient (in type)

– Proficient in that plane (systems, avionics, quirks…)

– Up to it, today? (IM SAFE, IM AIR…)

– Personal minimums (they’re not for you dummy, but for your loved ones)

• Aircraft:
– Legal for this flight  (airworthy, inspections, squawks, habits…)

– Systems (fuel management, make/model differences…)

• Environment:
– WK-RAFT (91.103)

• External pressures:
– The mission

– The passengers

– The expectations

– The reality…

– Not Go/No-Go, but No-Go/Go
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IM SAFE…Today?
• From Brainiac Flying presentation…

• Same person responds differently to unexpected in-flight 

events on different days

• Linked to “hyperness”

– Blood sugar levels

– Emotional state

– Hydration

• Include your “level of hyperness” as part of IM SAFE

• Emotional state, stress levels and attentiveness

• If you are feeling like a squirrel, don’t fly!
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WK RAFT

•Safer Skies Through Education and Training                           33

• W

• K

• R

• A

• F

• T

Weather (including density altitude)

Known issues: NOTAMs, TFRs

Runways of intended use

Alternatives

Fuel management

Take-off and landing performance

(91.103) know all there is to know…
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• W

• K

• R

• A

• F

• T

Weather (including density altitude)

Known issues: NOTAMs, TFRs

Runways of intended use

Alternatives

Fuel management

Take-off and landing performance

(91.103) know all there is to know…
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Every Flight is Different:
• This plane (and I) can easily handle 20-knot cross 

winds
– Worked out OK last time

• Weather doesn’t look too bad
– Worked out OK last time

• Not much I can do about the ceiling…
– Worked out OK last time

• It is only just IMC and so nothing to worry about
– Worked out OK last time

• If I get going now, it will be alright
– Worked out OK last time

• Won’t happen to me as I did a flight review recently

•Safer Skies Through Education and Training                           35
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Let’s Talk About Hazardous Attitudes…
• This doesn’t start/stop with aviation…

• In fact, “it begins at home”… and bad habits spill over into 

our flying

• Examples…?

– Drive at the speed limit?

– Stop and yield signs are the same thing?

– I can fix the brakes on my son’s car…I’ve done it on bicycles before

– I don’t need gloves to take that pizza from the oven

– I think my car will fail the smog test…

– Oh, well, it’s stupid anyway so I won’t even bother about it…
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Let’s Talk About Hazardous Attitudes…
• AOPA car park

• One-way system.  Note the arrows

• I’m reversing into a spot

• Colleague ignores the one-way and 
cuts behind

• Conversation:
– Me: Didn’t you see the one-way sign and 

arrows?

– SP: Yeah…but its quicker to ignore that 
and go the wrong way

– SP: We call that a hazardous attitude in 
aviation

– SP: Oh…I wouldn’t do that sort of thing 
when flying…

– Me: Umm…who is your instructor?
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The Five Hazardous Attitudes

IM AIR

•Safer Skies Through Education and Training                           38

Attitude Symptom Antidote

I Invulnerable

M Macho

A Anti-Authority

I Impulsive

R Resignation
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The Five Hazardous Attitudes
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Attitude Symptom Antidote

I Invulnerable It won't happen to me It can happen to me

M Macho

A Anti-Authority

I Impulsive

R Resignation
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The Five Hazardous Attitudes

IM AIR

•Safer Skies Through Education and Training                           40

Attitude Symptom Antidote

I Invulnerable It won't happen to me It can happen to me

M Macho I can do this Taking chances is foolish

A Anti-Authority

I Impulsive

R Resignation
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The Five Hazardous Attitudes

IM AIR

•Safer Skies Through Education and Training                           41

Attitude Symptom Antidote

I Invulnerable It won't happen to me It can happen to me

M Macho I can do this Taking chances is foolish

A Anti-Authority Don't tell me what to do Follow the rules - they are there for a reason

I Impulsive

R Resignation
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The Five Hazardous Attitudes

IM AIR

•Safer Skies Through Education and Training                           42

Attitude Symptom Antidote

I Invulnerable It won't happen to me It can happen to me

M Macho I can do this Taking chances is foolish

A Anti-Authority Don't tell me what to do Follow the rules - they are there for a reason

I Impulsive Got to do something…anything… Slow down - follow your training

R Resignation
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The Five Hazardous Attitudes

IM AIR

•Safer Skies Through Education and Training                           43

Attitude Symptom Antidote

I Invulnerable It won't happen to me It can happen to me

M Macho I can do this Taking chances is foolish

A Anti-Authority Don't tell me what to do Follow the rules - they are there for a reason

I Impulsive Got to do something…anything… Slow down - follow your training

R Resignation I'm helpless - can't change the outcome I can make a difference
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Using a FRAT

• Flight Risk Assessment Tool

– A planning tool that guides you to think

– Will not give you “the answer”

– Only useful if you are honest

– Use it to understand and then mitigate risk 

– Siri is not a good FRAT…
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• Navigate to FAASafety.gov

• Click on Resources then click on Library

•https://www.faasafety.gov/gslac/ALC/

lib_categoryview.aspx?categoryId=31

https://www.faasafety.gov/gslac/ALC/lib_categoryview.aspx?categoryId=31
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• Flight Risk Assessment Tool 

• FRAT usefulness depends on your attitude…

• Can’t cover all possible flight hazards

• Useless if you cheat

• Safety Risk Management – 101

– Recognize the severity of a risk FOR YOU and THIS FLIGHT
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FRAT Apps

• Available for mobile devices

– Search for FRAT in your mobile App store

– They will NOT give you the answer

– Use as a tool to gain awareness

• Not so much the presented result but the thought process 

behind your interpretation of the results
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Crew Resource Management (CRM)
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ATC, Flight Dispatch, Flight Following & Flight Service
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Automation Resources
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Flight Service Online Portal

• Access at 

www.1800wxbrief.com

• “Official” briefing

• One stop shop…

• Can it be any easier…?
• Weather products

• Flight plan your route

• Click to get a briefing – magic!

• Then call a briefer for more details, questions, etc.

• File and verification of acceptance

53

http://www.1800wxbrief.com/
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Passengers
• Set Pax Expectations

– Preflight brief

– Safety items

– Sterile cockpit

• Give them jobs to do

– Traffic lookout

– Chart holder

– Checklist reader

– Zoo-keeper
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Tablet Apps  
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Autopilot Systems

• Different models

• Practice with all 

modes & functions

• Don’t neglect hand 

flying skills!
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Flight Reviews
• Move beyond the tedious one hour of ground and one hour of stalls 

and slow flight…

• Expect your next flight review to include demonstration of your:

• Knowledge

• Skill

• Risk Management

• Recognize these?  The trifecta of the Airman Certification Standards
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ADM Resources

• Risk Management Handbook FAA-H-8082-2

• AC 60-22 Aeronautical Decision Making

• FAA P-8740-69 Aeronautical Decision Making

• AOPA ASI ADM courses and quizzes
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Safety Management Systems (SMS)

Coming to General Aviation

https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/gasafetyoutreach

https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/gasafetyoutreach


Resources—ASI:
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Resources—FAA:
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Learn more about ADM and SRM

• FAA – Risk Management Handbook

• AC 60-22 Aeronautical Decision Making

• Magazines:  FAA Safety Briefing, Aviation Safety, IFR 

Magazine, IFR Refresher…

• Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS…”the NASA 

report…”)

– More than GOOJF…learn!

– CALLBACK

– https://asrs.arc.nasa.gov/publications/callback.html
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ADM/SRM Accident Case Studies
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#1:  Cirrus SR22: July 2019

• NTSB ERA19FA234

• Departed in dark night IFR conditions.  Cloudy and dark.

• Going to an airshow for the final weekend

• On take off:
– 180o left arc; climbed to 850’ AGL; descended to 650’ then crashed, high-

speed impact.  All in the first minute…

• No evidence of mechanical failures

• No WX briefing recorded; no IFR plan filed; annual inspection 
overdue

• Both died on impact

• Get-there-it is?  DGAS hazardous attitudes?

• Entitlement?
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#2:  Piper Malibu: April 2017
• NTSB CEN21FA198

• IFR cross country planned at 23,000’

• Climbing through 18,600’, ATC reported a gradual reduction in 
airspeed, then a descent.  Airspeed decreased to 145 knots with 
erratic headings before radar contact lost

• Wreckage found in densely forested area
– Right wing, right horiz stab, right elevator…not located with wreckage

• Examination showed wing and tail sections separated in flight due to 
overload

• WX forecast:  Moderate icing up to 25,000’, embedded CB, 2” hail

• Prob entered icing ~14,000’…freezing drizzle

• A/c equipped for FIKI…but POH warning about freezing drizzle

• The aircraft was deemed to be 361 lbs overweight…

• Four fatalities
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#2:  Piper Malibu: April 2017

“A review of the pilot’s records revealed multiple certificate 

application failures for reason that included inadequate cross-

country planning, a/c performance and stalls.  Review of the 

pilot’s airmen knowledge written tests found areas answered 

incorrectly over multiple exams included meteorology, a/c 

performance, ADM and stalls”.

To ponder:

Did the system (CFI, DPE) fail this person?

Would they have flown anyway?
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#2:  Piper Malibu: April 2017

“A review of the pilot’s records revealed multiple certificate 

application failures for reason that included inadequate cross-

country planning, a/c performance and stalls.  Review of the pilot’s 

airmen knowledge written tests found areas answered incorrectly 

over multiple exams included meteorology, a/c performance, ADM 

and stalls”.

To ponder:

Did the system (CFI, DPE) fail this person?

Would they have flown anyway?
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#3:  Cessna 172: April 2019
• NTSB ERA19LA150

• IFR flight plan filed for approx. 3.5 hour flight

• ATC revised flight plan en-route…adding some 40-50 minutes to total flight time

• At destination, night IFR conditions  
– Pilot attempted three precision instrument approaches, all resulting in missed approaches

• Diverted to larger airport
– Two more approaches resulting in going missed due to weather

– On the third approach, engine lost power

• Pitched for best glide, aimed for road.  Impacted a building and came to rest suspended in the 
power lines a few feet from the ground.

• Post accident examination revealed that the fuel tanks were devoid of fuel.  No evidence of 
mechanical failure

• Pilot had about 80-hours of simulated instrument experience and one hour of flight in actual 
IMC. 

– This was the pilot’s first flight acting as PIC in an airplane, in actual IMC

• Pilot did not obtain a formal weather briefing but “was aware of the weather”

• Passenger had to make an international flight the following day

• Three minor injuries
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#:  Cessna 210L: December 2020
• NTSB ERA21LA085

• Pilot departed on a VFR flight into night IMC conditions to an airport not equipped with any 
instrument approach procedures

• ADS-M data shows that in the last few minutes, pilot turned towards the airport, descended below 
the reported overcast layer and flew at altitudes between 100’ and 300’ MSL at groundspeeds of 
100-115 knots.. Airport elevation is 10’ MSL 

• Descending aircraft impacted 80-100’ pine trees about 5nm from the destination airport

• Post accident examination revealed no mechanical anomalies

• Wreckage site indicated near level flight at high forward velocity

• No indication that the pilot obtained a weather briefing and no ATC services requested/provided

• Was instrument rated, but did not file an IFR flight plan and flew VFR

• Decided to fly VFR in dark IMC over a dark swamp to an airport without an instrument approach 
procedure

• The low impact angle is consistent with CFIT rather than LOC

• Pilot regularly used a handheld personal electronic device for navigation and hazard avoidance

• Had just worked a 12-hour shift in a hospital emergency room

• Pilot was expected to work the next day

• One fatality
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Proficiency and Peace of Mind
• Fly regularly with your CFI

• “Revert to training”…only works if…?

a) You've seen it before

b) You’ve done it recently

• Practice, practice…

– Get in your head

– …and keep it there…

• Document in WINGS
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Next Month’s TOM…
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Thank You For Attending!

You are vital members of 

our GA safety community!
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